It is time once again to visit Acadia National Park, walk and bike the Carriage Roads, take a stroll along the beautiful coast and breath in the wonderful scents of the Maine coast.

Birch Bay Village provides more than a place to live in maintenance-free comfort. It offers sanctuary, inspiration, friendly neighbors and a caring staff. It offers you the freedom to pursue your dreams, or to simply love life. At Birch Bay, every day is filled with learning, living and relaxing. Imagine a life filled with opportunities instead of obligations; a life where needs are met and aspirations are encouraged.

Our campus borders Acadia National Park and provides spectacular views of Frenchman Bay. When you see all that Birch Bay has to offer you will want to make it your home.

We invite you to visit and join us for a fabulous meal. Call Susi Pearson at (207) 288-8014. Email: spearson@birchbayvillage.us www.birchbayvillage.us

Birch Bay Village

Cottages - Apartments - Assisted Living Suites

- An elegant dining room
- Weekly Housekeeping
- Woodworking Shop
- Beauty Salon
- Library
- Den
- Fitness Room
- Acadia National Park
When Miami-native Bill Carter, a retired chemical engineer from a plastics plant in Houston, and his wife, Sylvia, decided to move from Shoreacres, Texas, to New England—with the goal of spending their retirement “somewhere that did not require air-conditioning,” close to family and grandchildren—they looked at online real estate listings in towns that interested them, including Castine.

Right away they fell in love with this classic Maine village, its streets lined with exactly the sorts of crisp New England houses one expects, along with one less expectable stucco villa, looking for all the world as if it had taken a wrong turn on the way to Palm Beach. In 1924, this Spanish-Italian confection was the talk of the town when Miss E.K. Branch, a banking heiress from Richmond, Virginia, built it as her summer retreat. Not for Effie Branch the gray shingled cottages of her neighbors. Her architect, William Lawrence Bottomley, was one of the most fashionable of the day, with practices in both Richmond and New York.

Bottomley was noted for his skill with proportion and detail, and the interiors, even the service areas, are beautifully conceived. All rooms have two and three exposures—the vast drawing room, used in Miss Branch’s day for musicals, has four. The incline of the main stair from the huge entrance hall is so gentle that one is barely aware of the climb. Materials are carefully chosen, and it is clear Miss Branch spared no expense. Paned doors with iron arches open to the main rooms. The hall floor is of small cork tiles, dark
and light, beautifully worn, and polished to the appearance of stone. The dining room walls are textured and scored to imitate sandstone. Across the hall and down several broad steps, the drawing room, used by Miss Branch for musicales, has 12-foot beamed ceilings and tall, leaded windows—some with pale lavender panes—opening to the terraced lawn. Down another few steps is the library, the set piece of the house, with Pompeian murals on the vaulted ceiling, a Gothic hooded fireplace, and bookcases set in carved limestone arches. Perhaps best of all is the tower room at the top of the house, reached by a winding, arched corridor. This is the room, with views in all directions, that Sylvia Carter has appropriated as a painting studio.

Miss Branch’s new villa was called ‘The Play-House’ but Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist Ellen Glasgow [In This Our Life, 1941], a relative and frequent guest, called it the ‘Friendly Folk Visitor Center’ for the lavish Southern hospitality dispensed there by ‘Cousin Effie’ and the staff that traveled with her from Richmond. But the locals, eyeing
the salmon-tinted stucco exterior, succinctly dubbed it 'The Pink Palace' and though the house has since been painted white, the name endures. This is the house the Carters purchased in 2004.
Buying a Spanish villa in Maine was the easy part. The house had been rarely occupied in recent years and was showing its age—local children had used the leaded-glass windows for target practice. There was
A beautiful space created just for you!

JAIDEN Landscaping, Inc.

5 Year Warranty on all walkway, patio, and driveway installations

Jaiden Landscaping, Inc. is a landscaping design and construction firm that specializes in creating a unique outdoor living area for our residential and commercial clients in Central and Southern Maine. We offer a full range of state-of-the-art landscaping creation, construction, and maintenance services. For many years Jaiden Landscaping, Inc. has offered creative landscaping solutions that are not only aesthetically pleasing, but functional as well.

Walkways • Retaining Walls • Stone Walls • Flower Beds • Driveways • Ponds & Waterfalls • Patios and More!

Unsurpassed Services & Quality

Commercial — Residential
(207) 353-7996 • (207) 751-4313
sales@jaidenlandscaping.com
www.jaidenlandscaping.com